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made the most of it by assuring the Czar of Prussian support
and by massing troops on the frontier to prevent the insurgents
from taking refuge across it.
§ 138. the danish duchies.—Nevertheless, Bismarck had
many difficulties to overcome. Prussia was hated by the lesser
German states, and he himself was unpopular even in Prussia;
moreover, King William was instinctively loyal to the tradition
that the Hapsburg Emperor was of ancient right the head of the
German race.
The situation was now complicated by a crisis in the Danish
Duchies. Schleswig and Holstein were a personal possession
of the constitutional King of Denmark. The population was
mainly German, especially in Holstein; and as Duke, the King
was a member of the Germanic Federation set up in 1815.
The reigning Frederick VII had no children, and no prospect
of any. The succession to the Duchies, unlike the throne of
Denmark, had always been confined to the male line; and
according to this rule the heir to them was the Duke of
Augustenburg, while the heir to Denmark was Prince Christian
of Glucksburg. To obviate the prospect of a dispute when the
King died, the Powers (including Austria and Prussia) had
held a conference in London and had drawn up a Protocol
(1852) which made Glucksburg heir to the Duchies as well as
to the Kingdom, Augustenburg renouncing his claims in
consideration of a substantial sum of money.
There was a vigorously patriotic party in Denmark which
aimed at including the Duchies in the Kingdom by extending
its frontiers to the River Eider; and under the influence of
these " Eider Danes," King Frederick, in March 1863, issued
a proclamation incorporating Schleswig and calling upon
Holstein to provide a proportion of the Danish revenue. This
aroused great indignation throughout Germany* The Diet of
the Confederation ordered the King to cancel his manifesto,
and when he refused it sent a contingent of Saxon and Hano-
verian troops to do " federal execution "—z.e. to enforce its

